
 

 

How To Blend Work-Me with Lactating-Me  

Nursing your cute, incredible-smelling baby on the couch 

in your yoga pants is WAY different than hooking up your 

breasts to plastic, trying to let-down to a machine that 

makes a mocking, repetitive sound while worrying your 

male co-worker is going to walk in on you in your state of 

undress.  When I help a mom in the hospital after 

delivery, it breaks my heart a little as I listen to them 

voice their concern over how to manage the 

pumping/working thing when their baby is not even 24 hours old. They ask me questions such as:  “When 

do I start a bottle?  How much do I need to store away for work?  How often and 

how long do I need to pump at work?”  I answer their questions, but what I REALLY want to say, 

is “Don’t worry about that yet. Just cuddle and kiss your baby. We can figure that all out later.” But I recognize 

these questions weigh heavily on mother’s minds, and to be able to relax, they need to get these plans laid out 

in their heads (and sometimes on paper). 

So here goes my best general advice (situations may vary, so know these 

recommendations are not written in stone): 

WHEN SHOULD I START A BOTTLE?  Usually, between 2-5 weeks is a good time to start an 

occasional bottle. If you're returning to work at 6 weeks, maybe start closer to the 2 - 3 week mark.  You can 

pump and feed baby that bottle in place of a feeding.  Consider this practice time, letting you discover which 

bottle he/she likes.  Depending on the baby's temperament, they may prefer dad or grandma to give the 

bottle, not you.  Another option is to nurse from one side, pump the other, and give "dessert" via bottle 

(maybe 1 oz. or so).   

HOW MUCH DO I NEED TO STORE AWAY? Aim for a minimum of 25 oz. for part-timers and 50 

oz. for full-timers.  It’s always good “insurance” to have some in the freezer in case a meeting runs late or the 

daycare person spills all your milk (God forbid!).  Divide either 25 or 50 by the number of days left on 

maternity leave to get your daily stash goal.  But don’t get too crazy pumping that you lose out on precious 

time with baby (and end up having to buy an extra freezer!).  There are real consequences of having an 

oversupply (no matter how wonderful it may sound).  



HOW OFTEN AND HOW LONG DO I NEED TO PUMP AT WORK?  Aim for 3 sessions within 

an 8-hour day (4 for a 12-hour day).  If you can’t do this, then do the best you can under the circumstances 

and pump once or twice when you are home (either in the morning or before bed) to make up the difference 

in ounces.  Usually 15-20 minutes of pumping, but some can be done in 5 minutes, so just consider yourself 

lucky (you don’t HAVE to sit for 20 minutes--unless you want to chill).  Usually babies at 3 months take a 4 

ounce bottle (babies may vary), so if they take 12 ounces at daycare, you’ll need to pump 12 ounces at work in 

an 8-hour shift (or supplement with whatever you pump during the morning or right before bed).  Try your 

best to stay even with what baby is taking at daycare and try not to touch your frozen stash (unless you need 

to rotate it because it's getting close to expiring, of course).  It's good to store in different volumes to allow for 

hungrier days (for instance, you can send a 1-ounce "snack pack" to daycare in case baby wants 5 ounces for  

one feeding).  

Work situations can vary a LOT, so if the above plans do not seem feasible (and Googling is getting you more 

confused), consider a video or phone consultation with me to run through the details.  We can brainstorm to 

come up with an individualized plan that will protect your supply AND allow you to keep your job!  

OTHER AVENUES TO GET YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED:  

Home visit – Let's go over your pump (to maximize output) and check your breastshield fit (to eliminate pain 

and maximize output), and answer your specific workplace and pumping questions.   Visit the website to 

schedule a one-on-one home visit. www.babybelovedinc.com/ 

Virtual or Phone Consult – Either by webcam or phone, talking it out with a human is invaluable in this type of 

situation!  There can be a lot of "what-ifs" and "buts" in life/work (and breastfeeding/ pumping) so talking 

through your story can bring unexpected enlightenment and creative answers. 

Breastfeeding: Getting A Strong Start – This breastfeeding class is best taken prenatally and covers the 

mechanics of breastfeeding, the latch, the logistics of feedings, the things to look out for along with the 

remedies for the most common breastfeeding issues.  For the last portion of the class we cover pumps, 

bottles, bottlefeeding techniques, daycare tips, and more.  The focus of this class is more on breastfeeding at 

the breast, but pumping questions are addressed throughout. 
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